**Harvesting Trees**

Name: ____________________

**Directions:** Read through the following statements. Then circle the appropriate response.

1. Harvesting trees destroys the forest.
   
   FALSE            PROBABLY FALSE               NOT SURE                PROBABLY TRUE                   TRUE

2. Harvesting trees can provide more growing space for the remaining trees and seedlings.
   
   FALSE            PROBABLY FALSE               NOT SURE                PROBABLY TRUE                   TRUE

3. A tree harvest, should focus as much on the trees that are to remain as those to be cut.
   
   FALSE            PROBABLY FALSE               NOT SURE                PROBABLY TRUE                   TRUE

4. The only way to prevent the spreading of infected or diseased trees is through proper chemical controls.
   
   FALSE            PROBABLY FALSE               NOT SURE                PROBABLY TRUE                   TRUE

5. Tree harvests can promote the good health of a forest.
   
   FALSE            PROBABLY FALSE               NOT SURE                PROBABLY TRUE                   TRUE

**Directions:** Read through the following statements and select the correct word to fill in the blank.

**Word Bank**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delimbing</th>
<th>Foresters</th>
<th>Hard Hats</th>
<th>Felling</th>
<th>Axes</th>
<th>Harvesting Prescriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Chainsaws</td>
<td>Splinting</td>
<td>Bucking</td>
<td>Soils</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The process of cutting down trees to be harvested is known as ____________________.
2. Foresters measure trees for volume and growth rate while also inspecting tree ___________________.
3. __________________ can help landowners make decisions concerning the future of their forests.
4. ____________________ may describe which trees to cut, how to conduct a harvest and how to keep a forest healthy.
5. Cutting tree trunks into shorter lengths is known as ____________________.
6. It is important to protect forest ____________________ during harvests.
7. ____________________ is the process of cutting off the remaining branches of a cut tree.